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Abstract
In the previous deliverable, we presented our first prototype along with feedback from

our client. In this deliverable we will do the same with our second prototype, as well as updating
our prototyping test plan and bill of materials. The objective of creating a second prototype is to
explore more critical components of our design compared to our first prototype.
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1. Introduction
In deliverable F, we were tasked with presenting our first prototype, gathering feedback from the
clients and from potential users, as well as updating our bill of materials and devising our plan
for our second prototype. The purpose of this deliverable is to present the same information as
the previous deliverable but focusing on our second prototype. This deliverable will be divided
into the following parts: Prototype II, Feedback, and finally, steps towards the next prototype.

2. Feedback
2.1 Client Feedback
During our presentation we did not receive any actionable feedback from the clients. Because of
this we examined our prototype I vs the can line in the brewery and found multiple
improvements that could be made. For example, we decided to create a single file “production
line” as described in the prototype section of this deliverable. We also ensured to place the
sensors on the side of the can line instead of on top so that the sensor arm wouldn’t touch the lid,
like our clients suggested in our prototype 1 meeting. Earlier feedback was also taken into
consideration when it comes to prototype II which was that the conveyors can be up to 24 cans
wide. Although the client meeting was helpful for conveying our ideas to our client, not much
else can be said about feedback received.

We will continue to do our best to devise and develop plans and create modifications that we
believe will guide us to a very effective final prototype, and which will garner the approval of
our clients. Our next presentation will be more helpful to gather more feedback.

3. Prototype II
Our previous prototype underwent testing and development and was presented to our client, who
provided us with some feedback to help ideate the major changes to be applied to our second
prototype

3.1 Conveyor emulation
The purpose of this prototype is to implement a:

● Scalable width of conveyor
● Integration of proper can counting system with multiple sensors
● Output speed in CPM and %efficiency

The purpose of this prototype is to implement two different conveyor widths to show scalability
of the switches and the adaptability of our prototype to the can line, as well as adapting and
improving the code to work with multiple switches as well as display the speeds in CPM and
show %efficiency.
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3.2 Case Box and New Production Line

Our new box to contain the arduino breadboard and wires as well as our production line has been
greatly improved since our first hardware from prototype one made out of cardboard and tape.
For prototype II we decided to laser cut some scraps we found in the makerspace, and hot glued
all the pieces together:

Figure 1: Prototype II Production Line Emulator

A far greater improvement from our first prototype made of cardboard and tape. This prototype
allows for cans to be placed in single file rather than double from our first prototype.

Figure 2: Prototype II Circuit Case

Again, this is a greater improvement from the first prototype. Features a hole to allow connection
between arduino and USB port.
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3.3 The Circuitry and Code

Our circuitry has improved greatly. We managed to make it simpler and compact in order to save
on wires and other materials as well as be able to fit it inside our arduino case. Figure 3 shows
what the entire circuit looks like inside of the case we created with the laser cutter and some hot
glue.

Figure 3: Arduino Circuit inside Box

We created this with the intention of keeping the system aesthetically pleasing and hiding some
of the wires.

The code for our arduino was also updated. The purpose of this new code is to calculate the
percent efficiency of the production line:

const int buttonPin = 2;
const int ledPin = 13;

int buttonState = 0;
int pushCount = 0;
unsigned long lastPushTime = 0;

void setup() {
pinMode(buttonPin, INPUT_PULLUP);
pinMode(ledPin, OUTPUT);
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Serial.begin(9600);
}

void loop() {
buttonState = digitalRead(buttonPin);

if (buttonState == LOW) {
digitalWrite(ledPin, HIGH);
pushCount++;

// Calculate percent efficiency and display
unsigned long currentTime = millis();
float actualPushesPerMinute = (pushCount / ((currentTime - lastPushTime) / 60000.0));
float percentEfficiency = (actualPushesPerMinute / 550.0) * 100.0;
Serial.print("Efficiency: ");
Serial.print(percentEfficiency);
Serial.println("%");

lastPushTime = currentTime;
} else {
digitalWrite(ledPin, LOW);
}
}

We plan on installing a display on the breadboard to read these values instead of having it on our
computers.

3.4 The Production Line
Thanks to our client feedback, we altered our switch to have a longer arm made of plastic to
represent food grade material. Figures 4 and 5 demonstrate what a switch would look like for our
first prototype vs our second:
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Figure 4: Prototype 1 switch

The first switches had rollers and a very short arm (2cm).

Figure 5: Prototype II switch

The new switch allows for better detection of cans, as well as represents what a food grade
material would look like on our switch. It can also be seen that this switch, like our other 3, has
been soldered to the wire for better circuitry. Arm length of 8cm.

Finally, figure 6 shows where our switch would be placed on our emulator for testing purposes.

Figure 6: Switch mounted on production line
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Overall, this new setup allowed for less error to occur during our testing phase due to its
compatibility, endurance, and ease of use.

3.5 Prototyping test plan

Our prototype will have a medium fidelity level, which means that while it might not have all the
features or details, it will correctly represent the important parts of the finished product.
In a controlled setting that replicates the working environment of a production line, we will
evaluate the prototype. By counting the cans that pass beneath the sensor and comparing the
result to the real number, we can assess the sensor's accuracy and dependability. Additionally, we
will use the software to examine the sensor data and evaluate how well it identified and
categorized the cans.
There is a high chance that the prototype won't accurately depict the finished product or that the
testing setting won't accurately replicate the circumstances on the assembly line. Therefore, we
will run the test several times and, as necessary, make changes to the prototype and testing
setting to reduce this risk. The following table is a test plan that we will follow for our second
prototype.

Table 1: Prototyping Test Plan for Prototype II

Test ID Test objective Description of
Prototype used and of
Basic Test Method

Description of
Results to be
Recorded and
how these results
will be used

Estimated Test
duration and
planned start
date

1 Efficiency of
sensor

Prototype II.

Finding the best
placement for our
sensors along our
production line box.

Ensuring the sensors are
gathering the correct
information.

By marking where
the sensor should
be placed on the
physical box.

Looking at the
arduino IDE.

March 10 2023, 30
mins

2 Verifying
feasibility

Prototype II.

We will make sure to
keep the circuitry and
hardware easy to use

Minimizing
amount of
unnecessary space
and containing any
unaesthetic parts.

March 10 2023, 30
mins
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and even interpret by
anyone.

3 Sensor
accuracy

Prototype II.

Pass cans through the
sensors to activate them
50 times each.

When the sensor
correctly detects
and counts 95% of
the cans passing
under it, the test
will be successful.

March 12 2023, 40
mins

4 Durability test Prototype I and II.

To compare the
durability of our first 2
prototype production
lines

Finding weak
points.

March 12 2023, 10
mins

Table 2 represents 4 major tests to be conducted for improving the technical functionality of our
latest prototype.

Regarding the tests detailed above, everything went well. Firstly, we were able to find an optimal
placement for our switch sensors mounted on the side of the box. We were satisfied with the
output on the arduino IDE (amount of cans passing). The code is sound for now, and will be
changed for our final prototype to represent percent efficiency. Secondly, we soldered our
sensors to wires and laser cut an additional box for the arduino and its circuitry. Finally, we
tested our prototype in action. We did initially find that some cans went undetected, but by fixing
the placement of sensors and changing the code and wiring on the breadboard we achieved
perfect 100% accuracy for 50 cans passing through the line.

Test resources: Maker Space Area (STM). Laser cutter, basic tools, recycled cans, scraps.

Here is our wrike link. It might ask for access, please feel free to reach out and I will grant you
access asap:
https://www.wrike.com/workspace.htm?acc=5929337&wr=20#/folder/1070357797/tableview?vi
ewId=145304163

Conclusion
In conclusion, the second prototype test phase went way better than the first. With sturdier and
durable hardware, optimized and tested circuitry, and code, we managed to create a prototype
closer to the level of our final product.
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